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Get ready to elevate the look and feel of your project with our Enclosure 
Bezel for the 1602 OLED LCD Display! Designed and made in the USA, this 
bezel is your solution to mounting challenges and ensures a neat and tidy 
installation process.

Designed with a special focus on aesthetics and functionality, this bezel will 
fit the popular 1602 LCD display module (16 x 2 screen). It will not only 
cover any rough or jagged edges resulting from the hole cutting in your 
project case but will also provide a refined finish to your setup.

The rear side of the bezel is specially configured to hold the display firmly in 
position. It can be easily secured using silicone or a similar adhesive, 
guaranteeing a snug fit without the fear of your display dislodging.

Please note that this listing is solely for the bezel - the LED display and 
enclosure shown in the images are for reference purposes only. The 
package will contain two (2) bezels.
Be mindful that you are required to size and cut a hole in your chosen 
enclosure to accommodate this bezel. With the images showing exact 
measurements, you can make sure this bezel is the perfect fit for your 
project.

Sporting a sleek black color, this bezel is sturdy. Made proudly in the USA, 
the quality of our bezel reflects our commitment to deliver the best to our 
customers.
And the best part? We offer an impressively quick lead time of just 1 
business day! So why wait? Order your Arduino Enclosure Bezel today and 
give your project the quality touch it deserves!
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